Let’s fall

in love...

WEDDINGS
AT

WELCOME

WHY SIGNATURE?

- A note from Lawrence and Katie -

Our passion is to create magical moments
you will cherish for a lifetime.

We know that your wedding day is one of the most special days
of your life. When we exchanged vows, it was truly unforgettable
and that’s why at Signature we put our heart and soul into every
single ceremony.
Signature Living Weddings offer a variety of enchanting spaces
that are perfect for both grand occasions and intimate
celebrations. We know that the difference really is in the details,
which is why our weddings are far from ordinary. From bespoke
packages, to spectacular entertainment and showstopping extras
that will really give your wedding the wow factor, we create
unique moments in truly unique venues.
The Shankly Hotel is a magnificent wedding venue offering a
breathtaking backdrop to begin your next chapter together,
celebrate your happily ever after with us in the city’s most
romantic setting.

Start the next chapter of your love story with Signature Living Weddings.
Creative experts with a wealth of experience, we specialise in making your vision reality.
Crafting luxury weddings designed with a difference, we pride ourselves on standing
out from the crowd. Our magnificent venues are far from ordinary, each offering
something entirely unique.

Katie & Lawrence x

At Signature, we’re passionate about restoring heritage buildings, treasured by local people.
We preserve opulent, original features while intertwining stylish, contemporary touches.
An eclectic blend of luxury, elegance and excitement will ensure your wedding
experience is truly one of a kind. Our team listen to your vision and ignite the magic
to make your wishes come true.

At the Shankly Hotel your wedding will be
one magical moment after another – an experience that will last a lifetime.

INTRODUCING THE SHANKLY HOTEL PRESTON

Explore The

Garden of Eden

An enchanting wedding venue set within The Shankly Hotel
nestled in the heart of Liverpool
Your wedding day is the most precious

panoramic views over the

of all, so it’s important you find a venue

magnificent Liverpool city skyline.

that is the perfect match.
An unrivalled setting to say ‘I do’,
Exuding romance, character and

you’ll find yourself swept away by the

ethereal charm, The Garden of Eden

divine botanical features, intricate florals

offers a spectacular backdrop to the

and twisting ivory trees, entwined with

most memorable day of your life.

twinkling fairy lights.

Set on the rooftop of the luxurious

Allow yourself to dream and book a

Shankly Hotel, this idyllic and palatial

viewing today.

wedding venue boasts glorious

Discover the magic

of Eden Terrace

Enjoy intimacy in Baby Eden
Perfect for intimate wedding celebrations and cosy moments
with your loved ones, Baby Eden is a bright and airy wedding venue

If you’ve always dreamed of hosting a

historic architecture. A dreamy oasis in

luxurious outdoor wedding, discover the

the heart of the city, this picturesque

elegance of Eden Terrace.

venue is wonderfully romantic and perfect
for sun-soaked occasions.

Set on the rooftop of the iconic Shankly
Hotel in Liverpool, this breathtaking

Plan a wedding that is sure to go down in

setting offers couples the chance to say

history on the breathtaking Eden Terrace.

‘I do’ surrounded by Liverpool’s rich and

that is sure to sweep you off your feet.
A charming marriage of lavish furnishing and striking period
features, this exquisite space has been designed to ignite an
unrivalled romantic atmosphere.
Exchange your vows surrounded by your nearest and dearest
and enjoy the wedding ceremony you’ve always
dreamed of in Baby Eden.

GETTING MARRIED AT THE SHANKLY HOTEL

Love at

first sight
The Shankly Hotel is one of the most
luxurious hotels in Liverpool, radiating character and charm.
Situated in the heart of Liverpool city

snug, a double shower and heavenly golden

centre, this stunning venue boasts a

interiors, this lovingly designed suite is the

number of luxury suites and an exquisite

ideal retreat to reflect on your magical day.

bar and restaurant.
Full of character and warmth, be charmed
The perfect venue to enjoy your wedding

by the elegance of The Shankly Hotel; a

celebrations, you and your guests can

dreamy wedding venue brimming with

enjoy unrivalled opulence in boutique

heart and soul.

rooms and suites that have been designed
with comfort in mind.

Over the years, this hotel has been a
place where special memories are made.

The happy couple can head up to our lavish

Now, it’s your turn to create experiences

Bridal Suite and continue the romance.

to treasure forever.

Boasting a palatial Jacuzzi bath, a private

WEDDING PLANNING AND COORDINATION

Exclusively

yours

Going above and beyond to fulfil your aspirations, our exceptional
wedding coordinators are devoted to the finer details.
Our experienced, passionate and dedicated

Your wedding planner will be with you every

team will listen to your every wish and work

step of the way to help you craft a truly

tirelessly to ensure your day is as you always

memorable day. From the colour scheme

dreamed. With a wide range of perfect

and decorations to flowers, catering and

packages and bespoke added extras,

entertainment, we will guide you through

planning your wedding with Signature is

the whole process.

always seamless.
We know that your wedding should perfectly
reflect you, make you feel joyful, relaxed and
most importantly, be completely personal.
For us, every wedding is extremely special,
so when the time comes, your event is our
focus and your details become our passion.

Wow
factor

From classic and chic to eccentric and
extravagant, Signature weddings are
always extraordinary.

SPECIAL TOUCHES

Moments to

treasure

Beautifully

bespoke
Every element of your experience will be beautifully
bespoke. From indulgent wedding dinners to cakes
iced with elegance, everything we offer can be tailored
to your wishes.

We specialise in creating lasting
memories to treasure.
We understand the importance of attention
to detail, that’s why we make it our mission
to make your day full of little surprises and
personal touches. We specialise in customised
weddings that are built from a blank canvas
into the fairy tale scene you have been
visualising. Even down to the little details such
as personalised napkins and unique wedding
guest book, we know how to make the smallest
details special.

PACKAGES SUMMARY

Dream it...
then choose it
Our diverse wedding packages showcase the best
of what we do, ensuring you can make the most of
the occasion.
Take snapshots to treasure with your very own
photographer, add nostalgic glamour with a
photobooth or capture every angle by drone.
We also offer a wide range of avant-garde extras. Our
mix and match packages incorporate an array of
dazzling entertainment guaranteed to impress.
Some of our most eccentric elements include
amazing champagne aerialists, sensational samba
dancers, fascinating fire breathers and the
shimmering sparks of fireworks. The wow factor will
keep guests talking for years to come.

You do the dreaming, we take care of the rest.

CONTACT US

0151 305 3753
weddings@signatureliving.co.uk
signaturelivingweddings.co.uk

